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QUESTION: 51
What is an example of an event−based Data Monitor?
A. moving average
B. rules partial match
C. last n events
D. session reconciliation

Answer: C

QUESTION: 52
Click the Exhibit button. Which type of diagram is shown in the exhibit?**Missing Exhibit**

A. a geographic hierarchy map
B. an event graph
C. an image viewer map
D. a query topology

Answer: B

QUESTION: 53
Asset categories can be assigned to zones as well as assets. What happens to the assets
that belong to a zone with a category of "Critical"?

A. All assets in the zone inherit the zone's category.
B. Nothing happens. Assets in the zone maintain their own individual category identities.
C. Assets with a category that matches the zone category are grouped into a "Critical"
asset group.
D. Assets in the zone inherit the zone's category and are grouped into a "Critical" asset
group.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 54
What is the name of the resource you can use to override the default ArcSight mapping of
IP addresses to geographic regions?
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A. zones
B. destinations
C. locations
D. categories

Answer: C

QUESTION: 55
In network modeling, which resource is used by MSSP or by users with different cost
centers?

A. networks
B. zones
C. customers
D. asset groups

Answer: C

QUESTION: 56
In network modeling, what is a set of nodes with similar characteristics that have IPs
enumerated one after the other?

A. IP group
B. asset group
C. asset range
D. IP range

Answer: C

QUESTION: 57
What do you use to establish identity, ownership, and criticality of the assets you have
installed on your network?

A. asset types
B. asset groups
C. asset categories
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D. asset ranges

Answer: C

QUESTION: 58
Which statements are true about assets? (Select two.)

A. Assets can be grouped in folders called asset ranges.
B. Assets require a MAC address to be categorized properly.
C. Assets can include bridges, routers, web servers, or anything with an IP or MAC
address.
D. An asset is any endpoint considered significant enough to characterize with details to
help with correlation and reporting.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 59
Which user role is responsible for building content within ESM?

A. Administrator
B. Analyst
C. Author
D. Operator

Answer: C
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